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Brady empowers people to make informed decisions by making information: 

●  Instantly visible 

●  Shared 

●  Available where it is needed most

Think about any item of equipment on your site.

●  How do you know if equipment is safe to use or know what maintenance has 
been carried out?

●   How do you identify it among the hundreds of similar items of equipment  
on site?

Without accurate, up to date and timely information, people are prone to make 
assumptions. And assumptions can lead to potentially damaging decisions for 
both them and your business performance. Tracking the identity, usage, safety, 
maintenance and inspection status of each and every item of equipment is 
therefore critical. 

In 1983, Brady introduced the innovative visible visual tagging solution for 
scaffolding and the name Scafftag® has since become synonymous with 
scaffold inspection tagging. But we can help you with tags and inspection 
management for much more than scaffolding, from ladders and lifting 
equipment to fire extinguishers and Lockout Tagout, for manufacturing, to 
processing, to utilities and construction. In fact, whatever your equipment - 
we can tag it.

Making latest status visible

Empty holder 
displays:
DO NOT USE

Equipment 
is inspected 
periodically, 
insert completed 
and placed in 
holder

If equipment 
should not be 
used, remove 
insert

01

02

03

Our Range of Systems

Brady has unrivalled experience 
of safety, maintenance and asset 
management. Through our industry 
experience we are able to provide 
the necessary expertise and 
proven track record to successfully 
implement equipment visual tagging 
solutions and suit to your unique 
business processes.

Visual Tagging soluTions

our range of sysTems

Over 30 years Of

industry experience

visual tagging systeMs - HOlder and insert systeMs

Most visual tagging solutions have two components - a holder which 
attaches permanently to the equipment, and replaceable inserts. This 
creates a simple looped process for latest status and a clear data trail.

This ensures you have a permanent data trail of inspections and work 
carried out, as well as evidence in a court of law if you need it.
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Lockout Tagout is a planned safety 
procedure which involves turning off the 
energy supply of industrial machinery 
and equipment whilst maintenance work 
or repairs are being carried out. This 
procedure protects workers from the risks 
posed by live machinery or electricity.

Unmarked pipes are a danger to both 
life and property. Accidents, injuries and 
damage to equipment can be caused by 
people not knowing what individual  
pipes contain.

By correctly identifying pipes, errors can 
be prevented. Over 300 different standard 
substances that are available in several 
sizes and layouts. This standard range 
covers the most frequently used industrial 
substances. In the unlikely event that your 
particular needs are not fulfilled in this 
range, don’t worry; Brady will customise 
markers to your personal requirements.

Our Range of Systems

lOckOut tagOut - 
sOlutiOns fOr HazardOus 
energy cOntrOl

pipeMarking

Contact your local Distributor or Customer Services to request the
Brady LOTO and Pipe Marking Catalogue

(contact details are on the back of this catalogue)
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Only Brady offers such a broad range of holders to suit different designs to cover a number of applications. With Brady, you can customise your own 
system using any holder in the range, plus your own tailor made inserts (see page 66)

Technical Specifications

Visual Tagging soluTions specificaTion sheeTs
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An extremely robust permanent locking holder and insert system 
to help ensure security in terms of attachment. Plastic coated wire, 
stainless steel or nylon covered galvanised wire strops are available in 
differing lengths to suit your attachment requirements.

Unitag® uses our unique holder and insert system to ensure the latest 
status is instantly visible at the point of use.

A choice of different coloured inserts are available for Unitag® providing 
the option of additional visual qualification.

Suitable for:

● Lifting Equipment (see page 11)

Strops are available in 
nylon, stainless steel or 
plastic coated wire, with 
the optional lengths of  
150 mm and 225 mm.  
(300 mm strops available 
in nylon only.)

Push both ends of the Unitag® together through the 
strop loops, locking it permanently in place.

Unitag® is an extremely robust permanent locking holder and insert 
system to help ensure security in terms of attachment. For attachment 
Unitag® comes with plastic nylon or plastic coated wire strops as standard. 
If a more durable attachment is required, stainless steel strops can be 
added as an option.

Technical Specifications

Unitag
® SyStem

Keep your tags attached
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Forklifts

Forklifts

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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ForkliFt tagging SyStem DeSign ChangeS

What is a Forkliftag?
Forkliftag® is a complete visual tagging solution to help control pre-shift inspections, maintenance and identification of forklift trucks. 
Forkliftag® uses our unique holder and insert system to ensure the latest status is instantly visible at the point of use. The standard 
insert contains an easy-to-follow pre-use operator checklist on the front and the facility to record up to 42 Inspections on the reverse.

An insert thAt’s simple to use

●  More inspection check boxes –  
42 instead of 32

●  New easy to follow daily  
checklist format

●  Waterproof - made from polypropylene

●  Sign and date your inspection checks 
with any type of pen.

exclusive to the ForklitAg® booklet

●  Record up to 252 daily forklift 
inspections. Approx. 6 months worth

● Contains Machine Defect Report.

The dimensions of the Forkliftag® inserts 
haven’t changed and are compatible with the 

original Forkliftag® holder.

The new Forkliftag® insert

ForkliFtAg® DAily booklet

Order Reference Description

833758 Forkliftag® Booklet

The old Forkliftag® insert

The Forkliftag® Inspection Booklet contains 6  
pages of daily inspection boxes (252 in total) and 
is an adaption of the standard insert designed to 
help control pre-shift inspections, maintenance and 
identification of forklift trucks and designed to operate 
alongside the Forkliftag® holder. Also includes machine 
defect report. Write and record inserts with any type 
of pen. The inspection booklet fits the standard 
Forkliftag® holder.

Contains up to 252 (6 months) of daily inspection 
checks. Sign and date your inspection checks with any 
type of pen. Fits in the standard Forkliftag® holders.

the ForkliFtag® Daily inSpeCtion Booklet

Forklifts

Easy to follow 
checklist.

More inspection 
boxes.

REPORT FAULTS BELOW & TAKE TO YOUR SUPERVISOR

MACHINE DEFECT REPORT

Machine Defect Report 
is only available in the 
Forkliftag® Daily Inspection 
Booklet.

Listed on 
page 9

REPORT FAULTS BELOW & TAKE TO YOUR SUPERVISOR

MACHINE DEFECT REPORT

the insert
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ForkliFt inSpeCtion tag SyStemS

Forkliftag® inspection systems to help control and record pre-shift inspections, 
maintenance and identification of forklift trucks.

ForkliFtAg®

Order Reference Description
831718 1 Forkliftag® holder, 5 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

806691 2 Forkliftag® holders, 10 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831720 3 Forkliftag® holders, 15 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831721 4 Forkliftag® holders, 20 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831722 5 Forkliftag® holders, 25 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831713 Pack of 10 Forkliftag® holders, 10 standard inserts and 1 
permanent pen

Forkliftag® holders designed to operate in conjunction with our 
Forkliftag® inserts to help control pre-shift inspections, maintenance 
and identification of forklift trucks.

ForkliFt holDerS

ForkliFtAg® holDers

Order Reference Description

831714 Pack of 10 Forkliftag® holders and 1 permanent pen

Forkliftag® inserts designed to operate in conjunction with our 
Forkliftag® holders to help control pre-shift inspections, maintenance 
and identification of forklift trucks.

ForkliFt inSertS

ForkliFtAg® stAnDArD inserts 
Order Reference Description
806699 Pack of 10 standard Forkliftag® inserts
806695 Pack of 50 standard Forkliftag® inserts

BRADYCORP Ltd 2011
+44 (0) 845 089 4050

BRADYCORP Ltd 2011
+44 (0) 845 089 4050

Forklifts
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Customised Tags 

CuStom DeSignS

1 2

Customise Your Tags 1 volvo
An inspection checklist for a wide variety of plant machinery, from 
stand stackers to pallet trucks, consolidating in one custom designed 
and branded tag.

2 tArkett

Company colour scheme and branding applied to a custom 
inspection checklist for a fleet of powered pallet trucks ensuring 
consistency of branding.

3 bentley motors

A custom designed colour coded system indicating a safe working 
period on site. Prominent use of the Bentley logo enforces the 
concept that the safe working policy originates with the company 
itself and not a third party.

Our team of experts will work with you to your specific business 
requirements. We are then able to:

●  Adapt an existing system to incorporate your branding and unique  
business characteristics

●  Provide a solution for the equipment/issues for which you require a 
system.

unrivAlleD, limitless customisAtion options

A wide range of customisation options are available including:

●  Visual tagging solution size and shape (see Technical Specification 
page on 5 for our standard holders)

● Data to be displayed / recorded

●  Visual design including logo, colours and fonts to reflect corporate 
branding

●  Adapted to site requirements. e.g. Metal strips for magnetic detection 
in food plants

●  Various attachment methods. e.g. cable tie; screw; ring; rivet; 
magnetic; adhesive; metal/plastic strip.

A librAry oF iDeAs

We have literally thousands of designs developed for other clients offering 
unique solutions which may be of interest to your business. So whatever 
your issue, contact us for a no-obligation solution.

cost eFFective customisAtion

Brady does not charge any consultancy fees for working with you to 
develop your customised design. All you pay is a one off artwork set up 
charge with your first order.

You can then reorder paying the price of the standard insert and holders 
used for your solution.

3
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Lifting Equipment

Lifting Equipment

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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liFting equipment tagging SyStemS

Inspection tagging system for lifting equipment to clearly display latest inspection/test date status.
NOTE: SWL refers to Safe Working Load

nAnotAg™ For liFting equipment 
“sWl: next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen

833341   Blue Insert

833340   Green Insert

833343   Orange Insert

833342   Purple Insert

833339   Red Insert

833344   White Insert

833338   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

nAnotAg™ For liFting equipment  
“next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen

833325   Blue Insert

833326   Green Insert

833328   Orange Insert

833324   Purple Insert

833327   Red Insert

833329   White Insert

833330   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

microtAg® For liFting equipment   
“sWl: next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 20 
inserts, 1 permanent pen

832001   Blue Insert

832004   Green Insert

832006   Orange Insert

832007   Purple Insert

832003   Red Insert

832005   White Insert

832002   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Lifting Equipment

unitAg® For liFting equipment 
“sWl: next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Unitag® holders,  
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen, 20 x 
225 mm nylon strop

832742   Blue Insert

832746   Green Insert

832745   Orange Insert

832744   Purple Insert

832740   Red Insert

832743   White Insert

832741   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

microtAg® For liFting equipment   
“next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen

832021   Blue Insert

832020   Green Insert

832019   Orange Insert

832016   Purple Insert

832018   Red Insert

832017   White Insert

832015   Yellow Insert

Optional stainless steel strops

See page 6

unitAg® For liFting equipment 
“next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Unitag® holders,  
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen, 20 
x 225 mm nylon strop

832768   Blue Insert

832770   Green Insert

832772   Orange Insert

832773   Purple Insert

832769   Red Insert

832774   White Insert

832771   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES
Optional stainless steel strops

See page 6

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS
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Lifting equipment inspection tag holders to clearly display latest safety, maintenance and 
identification information at the point of use.

microtAg® holDers 
Order Reference Description
806723 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, together with 40 black cable ties 

150 mm long and 1 permanent pen

microtAg® holDers (Barcoded)

Order Reference Description
831979 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders with self-adhesive attachment and  

1 permanent pen

Lifting Equipment

liFting equipment tag holDerS

unitAg® holDers

Code Description

832718 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 150 mm nylon 
strops and 1 permanent pen

832721 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 225 mm nylon 
strops and 1 permanent pen

832724 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 300 mm nylon 
strops and 1 permanent pen

806787 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 150 mm 
stainless steel strops and 1 permanent pen

832722 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 225 mm 
stainless steel strops and 1 permanent pen

832720 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 150 mm plastic 
coated wire strops and 1 permanent pen

832723 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 225 mm plastic 
coated wire strops and 1 permanent pen

nAnotAg™ holDers  
Order Reference Description
833302 Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 

together with 40 black Cable 
ties approx. 150 mm long and 1 
permanent pen

Optional stainless steel strops

See page 6

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED
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liFting equipment tag inSertS

Brady offers lifting equipment inspection tag inserts to clearly display latest safety, maintenance and 
identification information at the point of use. NOTE: SWL refers to Safe Working Load

nAnotAg ™ “next inspection DAte 
Due” inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next 
Inspection Date Due” insert

833320   Blue Insert

833321   Green Insert

833318   Orange Insert

833322   Purple Insert

833319   Red Insert

833323   White Insert

833317   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Lifting Equipment

unitAg® sAFe Working loAD (sWl)  
“next inspection DAte Due” inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 Safe Working Load 
(SWL) “Next Inspection Date Due” 
inserts

832737   Blue Insert

832736   Green Insert

832735   Orange Insert

832734   Purple Insert

832738   Red Insert

832733   White Insert

832739   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

nAnotAg™ sAFe Working loAD (sWl) 
“next inspection DAte Due” inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 Safe Working Load 
(SWL) “Next Inspection Date Due” 
insert

833332   Blue Insert

833334   Green Insert

833337   Orange Insert

833336   Purple Insert

833331   Red Insert

833335   White Insert

833333   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Next Insp.
Date Due

unitAg® “next inspection DAte Due” 
inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next 
Inspection Date Due” insert

832763   Blue Insert

806791   Green Insert

832765   Orange Insert

832766   Purple Insert

806795   Red Insert

832767   White Insert

806799   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

microtAg® sAFe Working loAD (sWl)  
“next inspection DAte Due” inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 Safe Working Load 
(SWL) “Next Test Date” insert

831994   Blue Insert

831995   Green Insert

831996   Orange Insert

831997   Purple Insert

831998   Red Insert

832000   White Insert

831999   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

microtAg® “next inspection DAte 
Due” inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose 
“Next Inspection Date Due” insert

832008   Blue Insert

832009   Green Insert

832010   Orange Insert

832011   Purple Insert

806731   Red Insert

832012   White Insert

806735   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED
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MEWP

MEWP

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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MEWP

meWp tagging SyStem DeSign ChangeS

What is a MEWP Tag?
Purpose designed visual tagging solution to help control frequent inspections, maintenance and identification of MEWPs (Mobile Elevating 
Work Platforms). MEWP Tag uses our unique holder and insert system to ensure the latest status is instantly visible at the point of use. 
The insert contains an easy-to-follow pre-use operator checklist on the front and the facility to record up to 42 inspections on the reverse.

simple to use

● New improved Daily Checklist layout

● 42 inspection boxes – was 32

speciFicAtions

●  TEMPERATURE RANGE: -5°C to 
+65°C

● MATERIAL: ABS

● DIMENSIONS: 285 mm x 151 mm

●  ATTACHMENT OPTIONS: Hang, cable 
tie, magnetic strip,  
adhesive strip.

The dimensions of the MEWP Tag  inserts 
haven’t changed and are compatible with the 

original MEWP Tag  holder.

The old MEWP Tag insert The new MEWP Tag insert

The MEWP Tag holder is 
available with an RFID chip 
attached.

Easy to follow 
checklist.

More inspection 
boxes.

Listed on 
page 17

Listed on 
page 17

the holDer

the insert

MEWP Tag with RFID
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Brady offers MEWP tag inspection systems designed to help control and record inspections, maintenance and 
identification of Mobile Elevating Work Platforms.

Brady offers MEWP tag inspection holders designed to operate in conjunction 
with our MEWP Tag inserts to help control frequent inspections, maintenance and 
identification of Mobile Elevating Work Platforms.

Brady offers MEWP tag inspection inserts designed to operate in conjunction with 
our MEWP tag holders to help control frequent inspections, maintenance and 
identification of Mobile Elevating Work Platforms.

Stage 1: Holder should be attached permanently to the equipment 
via cable ties, adhesive, screw or rivet.  
For maximum visual effect, it is recommended that this is as near 
to the operator cabin access point  
as possible.

Stage 2: Back of the replaceable inserts contains a pre-use 
checklist for operators specifically relating to MEWP components. 
First operator for each day or for the week runs through each 
check step by step. If all checks are passed the operator then 
signs and dates the reverse of the insert and places in holder.

How it works...

Stage 3: If any checks are failed the insert should be removed 
to instantly display ‘Do Not Use’ symbol and the operator should 
notify their supervisor.

meWp inSpeCtion tag SyStemS

meWp tAg

Order Reference Description
831775 Pack of 10 Mobile Elevated Work Platform (MEWP) Holders,  

10 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831780 1 MEWP holder, 5 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831781 2 MEWP holders, 10 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831782 3 MEWP holders, 15 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831783 4 MEWP holders, 20 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

831784 5 MEWP holders, 25 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

meWp tag holDerS meWp tag inSertS

meWp tAg stAnDArD inserts

Order Reference Description
831778 Pack of 10 standard MEWP inserts

831779 Pack of 50 standard MEWP inserts

meWp tAg holDers

Order Reference Description
831776 Pack of 10 MEWP holders and 1 permanent pen

brADy pen clip holDer

Order Reference Description
833759 10 x Brady pen clip holders

The Brady pen clip attaches to the 
side of the holder to ensure you 
always have a suitable pen at hand 
while completing your inspection and 
maintenance checks.

The pen clip holder is unobtrusive (13 mm 
width) and suitable for attachment to any 
Brady holders.

The Edding® 141 F pen 
supplied as standard 
with Brady tagging 
system is the correct 
diameter for this clip.

pen Clip holDer

MEWP
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Customised Tags

CuStom DeSignS

Customise Your Tags 1 p&g
A simple custom designed pre-operation check list for MEWPs 
including the P&G branding in the top left hand corner.

2 bbmv
A custom plant tag with a lorry loading crane daily check list featuring 
the BBMV branding.

3 skAnskA / bAlFour beAtty

A custom designed plant examination and inspection record featuring 
the SKANSKA/Balfour Beatty branding and colour scheme.

4 l. lynch / lloyDs british

A custom designed plant inspection record co-branded with L Lynch 
and Lloyds British logo’s.

Our team of experts will work with you to your specific business 
requirements. We are then able to:

●  Adapt an existing system to incorporate your branding and unique  
business characteristics

●  Provide a solution for the equipment/issues for which you require a 
system.

unrivAlleD, limitless customisAtion options

A wide range of customisation options are available including:

●  Visual tagging solution size and shape (see Technical Specification 
page on 5 for our standard holders)

●  Data to be displayed / recorded

●  Visual design including logo, colours and fonts to reflect corporate 
branding

●  Adapted to site requirements. e.g. Metal strips for magnetic detection 
in food plants

●  Various attachment methods. e.g. cable tie; screw; ring; rivet; 
magnetic; adhesive; metal/plastic strip.

A librAry oF iDeAs

We have literally thousands of designs developed for other clients offering 
unique solutions which may be of interest to your business. So whatever 
your issue, contact us for a no-obligation solution.

cost eFFective customisAtion

Brady does not charge any consultancy fees for working with you to 
develop your customised design. All you pay is a one off artwork set up 
charge with your first order.

You can then reorder paying the price of the standard insert and holders 
used for your solution.

Be sure that the operator's, safety and 
responsibilities manuals are complete, 
legible and in the storage container located 
on the platform. (not fitted on pop-up platform)

Be sure that all decals are legible and in place.

Check for battery fluid leaks and proper fluid 
level. Add distilled water if needed.

Check harness anchor points ( where fitted )
(Harness points not fitted on Pop-Up Platform)

Electrical components, wiring and electrical cables

Hydraulic power unit, reservoir, hoses, fittings, 
cylinders and manifolds. Check oil levels for leaks

Drive and turntable motors and torque hubs 

Tyres and wheels 

Limit switches, alarms and horn (if fitted)

Nuts, bolts and other fasteners

Platform entry mid-rail/gate

Beacon and alarms (if fitted)

Cracks in welds or structural components

Dents or damage to machine

Be sure that all structural and other critical 
components are present and all associated 
fasteners and pins are in place and 
properly tightened.

Be sure that battery packs are in place, latched 
and properly connected.

After you complete your inspection, be sure that all 
compartment covers are in place and latched.

MEWP Pre-operation Inspection
Initial check boxes once item is checked

Report any defects immediately to Engineering

PLEASE RETURN THIS MACHINE IN A CLEAN AND TIDY CONDITION AFTER USE
ETSI 985

Date of Inspection:

1

RECORD OF THOROUGH 
EXAMINATION OF PLANT

© Brady Corp Ltd 2011 | Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050 
www.scafftag.com | EITL 1013

RECEPTION INSPECTION
DETAILS

Section

Examination 
Next Due

Plant Type

Serial No.

Plant No.

Quick Hitch
No.
Examination
Date

Report No.

Reporting
Company

Inspection
Date
Inspected By

Signature

RECORD OF THOROUGH 
EXAMINATION OF PLANT

Date: Inspector:

Tel: 020 8311 2700

© Copyright Brady Corp Ltd 2010
Tel: +44(0)845 089 4050 | www.scafftag.com

Ref. EITL 980

Next due date:

Serial Number:

Plant ID:

Quick Hitch No.:

Inspection Record:3 4

LORRY LOADING CRANE
SERIAL / FLEET No. WEEK COMMENCING

CONTRACTORMACHINE DRIVER

CHECKS

INITIALS

1. 
Thorough Exam

ination is 
 

present and current

2. 
Inform

ation Plates & Sym
bols 

 
present and readable

3. 
Check Control Levers

4.  
Em

ergency stop button working

5.  
Check Hook and Safety Latch

6.       Inspect Boom
 sections 

 
for dents & cracks

7.       Boom
 Height W

arning

8.       Inspect Hoses & Pipes

9.       Hydraulic Fluid Level OK

10.    Check Rem
ote Control System

11.    All Mounting Bolts

MON
TUE

W
ED

THU
FRI

SAT
SUN

ATTENTION OF OPERATOR -
SIGNING THIS PLANT-TAG CONFIRMS THAT YOU HAVE CARRIED OUT THE REQUIRED DAILY 

INSPECTION OF THIS MACHINE IN ACCORDANCE WITH BBMV HSEQ PLANT 
PROCEDURES.

* IF DEFECT(S) ARE FOUND - REVERSE PLANT-TAG CARD IN HOLDER AND REPORT FAULT(S) 
TO YOUR SUPERVISOR IMMEDIATELY

ETSI 997

BBMV PLANT-TAG
THIS MACHINE MUST ONLY BE USED BY

TRAINED & COMPETENT OPERATORS

2
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Machinery

Machinery

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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maChinery tagging SyStem DeSign ChangeS

What is a Multitag?
Brady offers machinery inspection tagging systems to be used as a visual system 
increasing safety and effectiveness of communication throughout the workplace 
by ensuring employees can be aware of machinery statuses, risks  
and warnings.

proDuct improvements

●  12 inspection check boxes – old version had 6

●  Comments box to add information relating to the 
tagged equipment.

speciFicAtions

●  TEMPERATURE RANGE: -20°C to +130°C

●  MATERIAL: Polycarbonate

●  DIMENSIONS: 285 mm x 151 mm

●  ATTACHMENT OPTIONS: Cable tie, screw, rivet, 
magnetic strip, adhesive strip.

The dimensions of the Multitag® inserts haven’t changed 
and are compatible with the original Multitag® holder.

The old Multitag® insert

The Multitag® holder is 
available with an RFID chip 
attached.

Multitag® with RFID

 

The new Multitag® insert

Comments 
section.

Double the amount 
of inspection boxes.

Listed on 
page 21

Listed on 
page 21

Machinery

the holDer

the insert
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maChinery inSpeCtion tag SyStemS

Machinery inspection tag inserts designed to operate in conjunction 
with our machinery tag holders to clearly display latest inspection, 
maintenance and identification data at the point of use.

Brady offers Multitag® inspection systems to clearly display latest 
inspection, maintenance and identification data at the point of use.

multitAg® 
Order Reference Description
806739 Pack of 10 Multitag® Holders, 10 standard inserts and 1 permanent pen

multitAg® stAnDArD inserts

Order Reference Description
806747 Pack of 10 standard Multitag® inserts
806743 Pack of 50 standard Multitag® inserts

Machinery inspection tag holders designed to operate in conjunction 
with our machinery tag holders to clearly display latest inspection, 
maintenance and identification data at the point of use.

multitAg® holDers

Order Reference Description
831904 Pack of 10 Multitag® holders and 1 permanent pen

Stage 1: Attach holder permanently to 
equipment to display ‘Do Not Use’.

Stage 2: On satisfactory completion of 
the applicable test or inspection, complete 
insert and place in holder to confirm  
pass status.

Stage 3: If equipment should not be used 
for any reason, remove insert to instantly 
display ‘Do Not Use’.

How it works...

maChinery inSpeCtion tag SyStemS maChinery tag inSertS

Machinery
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INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

maChinery inSpeCtion holDerS & inSertS

Optional stainless steel strops

See page 6

unitAg® For mAchinery 
“next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Unitag® holders,  
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen, 20 x 
225 mm nylon strop

832768   Blue Insert

832770   Green Insert

832772   Orange Insert

832773   Purple Insert

832769   Red Insert

832774   White Insert

832771   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

microtAg® For mAchinery  
“next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 20 
inserts, 1 permanent pen

832021   Blue Insert

832020   Green Insert

832019   Orange Insert

832016   Purple Insert

832018   Red Insert

832017   White Insert

832015   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

nAnotAg™ For mAchinery 
“next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen

833325   Blue Insert

833326   Green Insert

833328   Orange Insert

833324   Purple Insert

833327   Red Insert

833329   White Insert

833330   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

microtAg® For mAchinery  
“next test DAte”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 20 
inserts, 1 permanent pen

831988   Blue Insert

831987   Green Insert

831990   Orange Insert

831992   Purple Insert

831989   Red Insert

831993   White Insert

831991   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

unitAg® For mAchinery 
“next test DAte”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Unitag® holders,  
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen, 20 
x 225 mm nylon strop

832758   Blue Insert

832755   Green Insert

832760   Orange Insert

832759   Purple Insert

832756   Red Insert

832757   White Insert

832754   Yellow Insert

Optional stainless steel strops

See page 6

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

nAnotAg™ For mAchinery 
“next inspection DAte Due”
Code Description

Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen

833310   Blue Insert

833313   Green Insert

833314   Orange Insert

833311   Purple Insert

833315   Red Insert

833316   White Insert

833312   Yellow Insert

Machinery

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS
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Electrical Equipment

Electrical Equipment

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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eleCtriCal equipment tagging SyStemS

nAnotAg™ For electricAl equipment  
“next test DAte”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen

833310   Blue Insert

833313   Green Insert

833314   Orange Insert

833311   Purple Insert

833315   Red Insert

833316   White Insert

833312   Yellow Insert

nAnotAg™ For electricAl equipment  
“next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 20 
inserts, 1 permanent pen

833325   Blue Insert

833326   Green Insert

833328   Orange Insert

833324   Purple Insert

833327   Red Insert

833329   White Insert

833330   Yellow Insert

microtAg® For electricAl equipment 
“next inspection DAte Due”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 20 
inserts, 1 permanent pen

832021   Blue Insert

832020   Green Insert

832019   Orange Insert

832016   Purple Insert

832018   Red Insert

832017   White Insert

832015   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Stage 1: The holder is fixed onto tools either close to the power supply or near the handle 
or on a non-intrusive part of the tool to prominently display ‘Do Not Use’ symbol.

Stage 2: Inspection is carried out and recorded on insert. Competent person signs and 
dates insert. The insert is placed in holder indicating equipment is ready  
for use.

Stage 3: Equipment should not be used if insert is removed to instantly display ‘Do Not 
Use’ symbol.

How it works...

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

microtAg® For electricAl equipment 
“next test DAte”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 
20 inserts, 1 permanent pen

831988   Blue Insert

831987   Green Insert

831990   Orange Insert

831992   Purple Insert

831989   Red Insert

831993   White Insert

831991   Yellow Insert

Electrical Equipment

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS
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eleCtriCal equipment tagging SyStem holDerS

PAT Testing inspection tag holders to clearly display latest inspection, maintenance and identification 
data at the point of use.

microtAg® holDers 
Order Reference Description
806723 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, together 

with 40 black cable ties 150 mm long 
and 1 permanent pen

microtAg® holDers (Barcoded)

Order Reference Description
831979 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders with self-

adhesive attachment and 1 permanent 
pen

unitAg® holDers

Order 
Reference

Description

832718 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 150 mm 
nylon strops and 1 permanent pen

832721 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 225 mm 
nylon strops and 1 permanent pen

832724 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 300 mm 
nylon strops and 1 permanent pen

806787 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 150 mm 
stainless steel strops and 1 permanent pen

832722 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 225 mm 
stainless steel strops and 1 permanent pen

832720 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 150 mm 
plastic coated wire strops and 1 permanent pen

832723 Pack of 20 Unitag® holders together with 20 x 225 mm 
plastic coated wire strops and 1 permanent pen

nAnotAg™ holDers  
Order Reference Description
833302 Pack of 20 Nanotag™ 

holders, together with 40 black 
Cable ties approx. 150 mm 
long and 1 permanent pen

eleCtriCal equipment tagging SyStem inSertS

PAT Testing inspection tag inserts to clearly display latest inspection, maintenance and identification 
data at the point of use.

microtAg® “next test DAte”  inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Test Date” insert

831981   Blue Insert

831982   Green Insert

831983   Orange Insert

831984   Purple Insert

831980   Red Insert

831985   White Insert

831986   Yellow Insert

microtAg® “next inspection DAte Due”  inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Inspection Date Due” insert

832008   Blue Insert

832009   Green Insert

832010   Orange Insert

832011   Purple Insert

806731   Red Insert

832012   White Insert

806735   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Optional stainless steel strops

See page 6

Electrical Equipment

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED
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nAnotAg™  “next inspection DAte Due”  inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Inspection Test Due” insert

833320   Blue Insert

833321   Green Insert

833318   Orange Insert

833322   Purple Insert

833319   Red Insert

833323   White Insert

833317   Yellow Insert

unitAg® “next test DAte”  inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Test Date” insert

832748   Blue Insert

832749   Green Insert

832750   Orange Insert

832751   Purple Insert

832747   Red Insert

832752   White Insert

832753   Yellow Insert

unitAg® “next inspection DAte Due”  inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Inspection Test Due” 
insert

832763   Blue Insert

806791   Green Insert

832765   Orange Insert

832766   Purple Insert

806795   Red Insert

832767   White Insert

806799   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

nAnotAg™ “next test DAte”  inserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Test Date” insert

833305   Blue Insert

833306   Green Insert

833303   Orange Insert

833309   Purple Insert

833307   Red Insert

833308   White Insert

833304   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Electrical Equipment

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED
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Vibration Control

Vibration Control

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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hanD arm ViBration tag

HAV vibration inspection tag holders designed to help manage exposure to Hand Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS).

hanD arm ViBration tag holDerS

HAV vibration inspection tag holders designed to help manage exposure to Hand Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS).

hanD arm ViBration tag inSertS

HAV inserts to clearly display latest inspection, maintenance and identification data at the point of use.

microtAg®  vibrAtion/noise insert 
Order Reference Description

Box of 20 Microtag® Vibration/Noise 
insert

832025   Blue Insert

832027   Green Insert

832023   Orange Insert

832022   Purple Insert

832026   Red Insert

832028   White Insert

832024   Yellow Insert

microtAg® vibrAtion/points  
system insert  
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® Vibration/
Points System insert

832038   Blue Insert

832037   Green Insert

832041   Orange Insert

832036   Purple Insert

832040   Red Insert

832042   White Insert

832039   Yellow Insert

microtAg® holDers (Barcoded)

Order Reference Description
831979 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 

together with 40 black cable ties 
150 mm long and 1 permanent pen. 
With barcode.

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

microtAg® holDers 
Order Reference Description

806723 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 
together with 40 black cable ties 150 
mm long and 1 permanent pen.

Vibration Control

microtAg® For hAvs  
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® 
holders, 20 inserts, 1 
permanent pen

832047   Blue Insert

832044   Green Insert

832043   Orange Insert

832048   Purple Insert

832045   Red Insert

832049   White Insert

832046   Yellow Insert

microtAg® For hAvs  
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® 
holders, 20 inserts, 1 
permanent pen

832029   Blue Insert

832030   Green Insert

832031   Orange Insert

832035   Purple Insert

832032   Red Insert

832034   White Insert

832033   Yellow Insert

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS
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Fire & Emergency

Fire & Emergency

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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Fire & emergenCy tagging SyStemS

nAnotAg™ For Fire & emergency

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 20 
inserts, 1 permanent pen

833325   Blue Insert

833326   Green Insert

833328   Orange Insert

833324   Purple Insert

833327   Red Insert

833329   White Insert

833330   Yellow Insert

Fire & emergenCy tag holDerS

nAnotAg™ For Fire & emergency

Order Reference Description
833302 Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, together with 40 black 

Cable ties approx. 150 mm long and 1 permanent pen

Stage 1: The holder is fixed onto the 
extinguisher on a non-intrusive part 
to prominently display the ‘Do Not 
Use’ symbol.

Stage 2: Inspection is carried out and 
recorded on insert. Competent person 
signs and dates insert. The insert is 
placed in holder indicating equipment is 
ready for use.

Stage 3: Equipment should not be used if 
insert is removed to instantly display the 
‘Do Not Use’ symbol.

How it works...

Fire & emergenCy tag holDerS

Inspection tagging system for fire 
extinguishers to clearly display latest 
safety, maintenance and identification 
information at the point of use.

Fire and emergency inspection tag holders to clearly display latest 
safety, maintenance and identification information at the point of use.

nAnotAg™  “next inspection DAte Due” inserts  
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Test Date” insert

833320   Blue Insert

833321   Green Insert

833318   Orange Insert

833322   Purple Insert

833319   Red Insert

833323   White Insert

833317   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Fire & Emergency

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED
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Scaffolding

Scaffolding

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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Scaffold Tagging SySTem deSign changeS

What’s improved?
Brady has been asking clients “What do you want from a Visual 
Tagging Solution”, from which clients have shared their ideas, 
and joined in the discussion.

Brady took these on board and came with a total tagging offering. 
Clients told us they wanted it simple, so we made it simple. 
Clients told us they wanted it durable so we made it durable. 
Clients wanted security so we made it secure.

Building on the Scafftag® brand in the UK, Brady will leverage on 
this success story, and offer its European distributors and clients 
the benefits of the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions range.

EasiEr to rEad

●   Clear to read

●  Clear warnings

●   Clear mandatory duties to 
follow

●  Initial inspection record 
now visible on front of 
insert rather than the 
reverse

●  Important information not 
hindered by lugs on the 
holder.

MorE sEcurE

●   Cable tie hole to secure 
insert to holder.

MorE spacE to WritE

●  12 inspection slots rather 
than 11

●   More room to write 
information

●   Can record drawing 
reference number on the 
insert

●   Large area to include your 
own comments about the 
scaffold.

siMplE to usE

●  Universal head to fit both 
tube and clip or system 
scaffolding

●   Finger lift: Easier to 
remove the insert

●   Compatible with existing 
Scafftag® inserts.

MorE VisiblE

●   It’s Bigger to increase 
visibility - 358 x 91 mm

●  Re-positioned lugs to 
increase visibility of the 
insert.

MorE durablE

●   Made from ‘Nylon 6’ 
material making the 
holder more flexible

●   Temperature range -20°C 
to +80°C

●   2 repositioned lugs 
instead of 3 to increase 
holder flexibility.

MorE sEcurE

●  Additional cable tie 
attachment option at the 
bottom of the holder for 
extra security

●  Secure lug at the top to 
keep insert in place

●   Hole to cable tie insert to 
holder.

Still got stock of old  
Scafftag® inserts? The 
new Scafftag® holder is 

compatible with both the new 
and old Scafftag® inserts.

Universal
head.

Hole for 
cable tie.

Finger 
lift.

Extra cable 
tie holes.

Clear 
warnings.

Mandatory 
warnings.

Comments 
section.

Hole for 
cable tie.

Old Scafftag® design New Scafftag® design

Listed on 
page 34

Listed on 
page 33

Scaffolding

thE holdEr

thE insErt

Still got stock of old  
Scafftag® holders? The new 

Scafftag® insert is compatible 
with both the new and old 

Scafftag® holders.
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Scaffolding inSpecTion Tagging SySTemS

Scafftag® inspection system is the world leading scaffold visual tagging solution helping to identify 
working at height hazards and efficiently managing inspection procedures.

scafftag® MK1 (fits System, Tube & Clip Scaffolding)

Order Reference Description
806755 Pack of 10 holders, 20 standard MK1 inserts and 1 

permanent pen

scafftag® MK2 (for System Scaffold)

Order Reference Description
833755 Pack of 10 holders, 20 standard MK2 inserts and 1 

permanent pen

Stage 1: A holder displaying prohibition is 
attached permanently to the scaffolding 
structure at all legal access points.

Stage 2: Structure inspected to ascertain if it 
passes inspection. If it passes inspection, insert is 
completed and placed into holder. If the scaffold 
fails inspection, holder is left in prohibition to 
display “Do not use Scaffold” symbol.

Stage 3: Scaffold structure then re-inspected 
and if it passes inspection, status insert is 
updated and placed into holder.

How it works...

Scaffolding holderS

Scaffolding inspection tag holders designed to operate in conjunction with our Scafftag® inserts to 
help identify working at height hazards and efficiently manage inspection procedures.

scafftag® holdErs (fits System & Tube & Clip Scaffolding)

Order Reference Description
831415 Pack of 10 Scafftag® holders and 1 permanent pen

scafftag® MK2 holdErs (for System Scaffold)

Order Reference Description
833754 Pack of 10 Scafftag® holders and 1 permanent pen

STSI 369

® MK2 STANDARD INSERT
  © Brady Corp Ltd 2012 | Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050 | www.scafftag.com

Scaffolding
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Scaffolding prohibiTion inSerTS

Scaffolding inspection tag prohibition inserts designed to operate in conjunction with our Scafftag® holders 
helping to identify working at height hazards and efficiently manage inspection procedures.

scaffold inspEctor’s prohibition insErt

Order Reference Description
831429 Pack of 10 Scaffold Inspector’s Prohibition Insert

scaffold inspEctor’s prohibition insErt

Order Reference Description
833757 Pack of 10 Scaffold Inspector’s Prohibition Insert

spEcial status insErt: aWaiting disMantlE

Order Reference Description
831425 Pack of 10 Special status insert: AWAITING DISMANTLE DO 

NOT USE SCAFFOLD

spEcial status insErt: not to bE usEd

Order Reference Description
831427 Pack of 10 Special status insert: SCAFFOLD NOT TO BE USED 

BEYOND THIS POINT

Scaffolding inspection tag inserts designed to operate in conjunction with our Scafftag® holders to help identify 
working at height hazards and efficiently manage inspection procedures.

standard scafftag® insErts

Order Reference Description
831418 Pack of 10 standard Scafftag® MK1 inserts
831419 Pack of 20 standard Scafftag® MK1 inserts
806759 Pack of 50 standard Scafftag® MK1 inserts

standard scafftag® MK2 insErts

Order Reference Description
833756 Pack of 10 standard Scafftag® MK2 inserts

Scaffolding inSerTS

STSI 369
®

MK2 STANDARD INSERT
  © Brady Corp Ltd 2012 | Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050 | www.scafftag.com

Scaffolding
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STrucTural Tie TagS

structural tiE tEst tag

Order Reference Description
831436 Pack of 50 Structural Tie TEST Tags

structural tiE Warning tag

Order Reference Description
831437 Pack of 50 Structural Tie WARNING Tags

A structural tie tag which records the specific tie Test Date/Test Load 
Applied/Required Tensile Load and a unique reference number for 
ongoing monitoring.

A prohibition only tag for those ties not being tested. Helps you to 
comply with legislative requirements.

STRUCTURAL TIE

REMOVED BY AUTHORISED PERSONS ONLY IF REQUIRED - 
PLEASE CONTACT:

Name:

Tel No:

THE ANCHOR ATTACHED TO THIS TIE HAS BEEN TESTED

Tie No: Lift No:

Test Date:

Test Load Applied: KN

Required Tensile Load: KN

© Copyright Brady Corp Ltd 2011 | Tel: +44(0)845 089 4050
www.scafftag.com | Ref. MISC 189

 

®

DO NOT 
REMOVE THIS 

TIE OR TAG

© Copyright Brady Corp Ltd 2011  |  Tel: +44(0)845 089 4050 
www.scafftag.com | Ref. MISC 190

DO NOT
REMOVE

SCAFFOLD TIE
WARNING

UNLAWFUL REMOVAL OR 
INTERFERENCE WITH THIS SIGN COULD 

MAKE YOU LIABLE TO PROSECUTION 
AND FINES

®

scaffold QuarantinE tag

Order Reference Description
833753 Pack of 50 Scaffold Quarantine Tags

Quickly leave equipment / tools or scaffold in prohibition and know who did it and why! 

Our new ‘quarantined’ strip tag is perfect.  

Write in the comments box, wrap it around the asset and pull off the paper strip, 
revealing a see through adhesive strip - it then seals in the text and hangs like a flag, 
showing ‘quarantined’ on one side and the details on the other. 

DO NOT USE

COMMENTS

PROHIBITED
QUARANTINED

© Brady Corp Ltd 2010 | Tel: +44 (0) 845 089 4050 | www.scafftag.com | MISC 160

Scaffolding

QuaranTine STrip Tag
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Scaffolding

cuSTom deSignS

Customise Your Tags 1 bis industrial sErVicEs

A BIS Industrial Services branded standard Scafftag holder with 
a custom designed prohibition insert informing scaffold users of 
incomplete scaffolding.

2 phillips 66
Adapted from the standard Scafftag® inserts to include Phillips 66 
branding. The customised inserts employ a colour coding system 
for asset identification.

3 carEys

A custom designed insert system including erection and 
inspection records for scaffold and towers which also features the 
Careys branding.

4 shs
Adapted from the existing standard Scafftag® insert featuring the 
SHS branding and colour scheme throughout.

Our team of experts will work with you to your specific business 
requirements. We are then able to:

●   Adapt an existing system to incorporate your branding and unique  
business characteristics

●   Provide a solution for the equipment/issues for which you require a 
system.

unriVallEd, liMitlEss custoMisation options

A wide range of customisation options are available including:

●  Visual tagging solution size and shape (see Technical Specification 
page on 5 for our standard holders)

●  Data to be displayed / recorded

●   Visual design including logo, colours and fonts to reflect corporate 
branding

●  Adapted to site requirements. e.g. Metal strips for magnetic detection in 
food plants

●  Various attachment methods. e.g. cable tie; screw; ring; rivet; magnetic; 
adhesive; metal/plastic strip.

a library of idEas

We have literally thousands of designs developed for other clients offering 
unique solutions which may be of interest to your business. So whatever 
your issue, contact us for a no-obligation solution.

cost EffEctiVE custoMisation

Brady does not charge any consultancy fees for working with you to 
develop your customised design. All you pay is a one off artwork set up 
charge with your first order.

You can then reorder paying the price of the standard insert and holders 
used for your solution.

INCOMPLETE SCAFFOLD

DO NOT USE SCAFFOLD
MADE SAFE AT END OF SHIFT

ALL MATERIALS 
REMOVED OR SECURED

Ref No:................................

Name

Date

Name

Date

© Brady Corp Ltd 2012 | Tel. +44(0)845 089 4050
www.scafftag.com | Ref. STSI 872

1 2

913 PA 893

3 4
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Mobile Towers

Mobile Towers

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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Mobile Tower Tagging SySTeM DeSign ChangeS

What is a Towertag?
The Towertag® system uses our unique holder and insert system 
to ensure the latest status is instantly visible at the point of use.

Towertag® is specifically designed to show locations & move 
references.

EasiEr to rEad

●  Clear to read and easy to 
follow format

●  Clear warnings

●   Important information not 
hindered by lugs on the 
holder.

MorE sEcurE

●   Cable tie hole to secure 
insert to holder.

MorE spacE to WritE

●   More room to write 
information.

siMplE to usE

●   Universal head to fit both 
tube and clip or system 
scaffolding

●   Finger lift: Easier to 
remove the insert

●   Compatible with existing 
Towertag inserts.

MorE VisiblE

●   It’s Bigger to increase 
visibility - 358 x 91 mm

●  Re-positioned lugs to 
increase visibility of the 
insert.

MorE durablE

●   Made from ‘Nylon 6’ 
material making the 
holder more flexible

●  Temperature range -20°C 
to +80°C

●   2 repositioned lugs 
instead of 3 to increase 
holder flexibility.

MorE sEcurE

●   Additional cable tie 
attachment option at the 
bottom of the holder for 
extra security

●   Secure lug at the top to 
keep insert in place

●   Hole to cable tie insert to 
holder.

Universal
head.

Finger 
lift.

Hole for 
cable tie. Extra cable 

tie holes.

Hole for 
cable tie.

Mandatory 
warnings.

Clear 
warnings.

The old Towertag® design The new Towertag® design

MAX HEIGHT OF PLATFORM: M

Listed on 
page 39

Listed on 
page 39

Mobile Towers

Still got stock of old  
Towertag® holders? The new 

Towertag® insert is compatible 
with both the new and old 

Towertag® holders.

Still got stock of old  
Towertag® inserts? The 
new Towertag® holder is 

compatible with both the new 
and old Towertag® inserts.

thE holdEr

thE insErt
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Tower inSpeCTion SySTeMS

Brady offers a complete range of mobile tower inspection systems to allow movements, safe 
working load and inspection data to be clearly displayed at the point of use.

toWErtag®

Order Reference Description
831416 Pack of 10 Towertag® holders, 20 standard Aluminium Tower 

Inserts and 1 permanent pen

TowerTag holDerS

Brady offers tower inspection tag holders designed to operate 
alongside our Towertag® inserts to allow movements, safe working 
load and inspection data to be clearly displayed at the point of use.

toWErtag® holdEr

Order Reference Description
831417 Pack of 10 Towertag® holders and 1 permanent pen

toWErtag® standard aluMiniuM toWEr insErts 
Order Reference Description
831422 Pack of 10 Towertag® standard Aluminium Tower Inserts
831423 Pack of 20 Towertag® standard Aluminium Tower Inserts
831424 Pack of 50 Towertag® standard Aluminium Tower Inserts

Stage 1: Holder displaying prohibition is 
attached permanently to the Aluminium tower 
structure if it has just been moved or is under 
construction

Stage 2:  Structure inspected to ascertain if it 
passes inspection. If it passes inspection, insert 
is completed and placed into holder. If tower 
fails inspection, holder is left in prohibition.

Stage 3:  Tower structure then re-inspected 
and if it passes inspection, status insert is 
updated and placed into holder.

How it works...

TowerTag inSerTS

Brady offers tower inspection tag inserts designed to operate 
alongside our Towertag® holders to allow movements, safe working 
load and inspection data to be clearly displayed at the point of use.

Mobile Towers
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Customised Tagging Systems

CuSToM DeSignS

Customise Your Tags 1 clark contracts

A custom designed Daily Visual Inspection Tag recording inspection 
procedures for access equipment.

2 bps accEss solutions ltd

A BPS Access Solutions Ltd adaption of the standard Towertag® 
insert including a tick box system to record the tower class being 
inspected, identifying the tag for use with trade or industrial towers.

3

4

c&d industrial sErVicEs

A customised Laddertag® insert including a diagonal red stripe 
printed in the background that assists the user in ensuring the ladder 
is  safely positioned at the recommeneded 1:4 ratio (the ladders 
distance from the supporting structure in relation to it’s height).

JonEs EnginEErnig group

A simple custom designed ladder prohibition tag displaying a 
clear warning with the option to record a reference. The Jones 
Engineering Group branding is featured at the head of the insert. 

Our team of experts will work with you to your specific business 
requirements. We are then able to:

●  Adapt an existing system to incorporate your branding and unique  
business characteristics

●  Provide a solution for the equipment/issues for which you require a 
system.

unriVallEd, liMitlEss custoMisation options

A wide range of customisation options are available including:

●   Visual tagging solution size and shape (see Technical Specification 
page on 5 for our standard holders)

●  Data to be displayed / recorded

●  Visual design including logo, colours and fonts to reflect corporate 
branding

●  Adapted to site requirements. e.g. Metal strips for magnetic detection in 
food plants

●  Various attachment methods. e.g. cable tie; screw; ring; rivet; magnetic; 
adhesive; metal/plastic strip.

a library of idEas

We have literally thousands of designs developed for other clients offering 
unique solutions which may be of interest to your business. So whatever 
your issue, contact us for a no-obligation solution.

cost EffEctiVE custoMisation

Brady does not charge any consultancy fees for working with you to 
develop your customised design. All you pay is a one off artwork set up 
charge with your first order.

You can then reorder paying the price of the standard insert and holders 
used for your solution.

Daily Visual Inspection

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED DAILY 
PRIOR TO USE BY THE RESPONSIBLE 

PERSON

On completion return this card to the 
Clark Contracts Site Manager

Mo

Tu

We

Th

Fr

Sa

Su

Mo

Tu

We

Th

Fr

Sa

Su

Mo

Tu

We

Th

Fr

Sa

Su

Mo

Tu

We

Th

Fr

Sa

Su

Daily Visual Inspection

PROJECT No

Access equipment must and shall be 
assembled & used in accordance with the 
Manufactures Instructions - only PASMA 
qualified persons (Responsible Persons) can 

erect, alter, inspect or dismantle scaffolds

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY 
RESPONSIBLE PERSON AFTER Erected / 

BEFORE USE, ALTERATION

Equipment Owner / User:
Built by (print name):
Signature:
Tower Reference No:

On completion return this card to the 
Clark Contracts Site Manager

Print Name:
Signature:
Date:
First Erected:

Time:
Alteration:

Print Name:
Signature:
Date:
First Erected:

Time:
Alteration:

Print Name:
Signature:
Date:
First Erected:

Time:
Alteration:

Print Name:
Signature:
Date:
First Erected:

Time:
Alteration:

Print Name:
Signature:
Date:
First Erected:

Time:
Alteration:

© Brady Corp Ltd 2012 | Tel. +44(0)845 089 4050
www.scafftag.com | Ref. STSI 890

1

Ref. STSI 916

TRADE TOWER INDUSTRIAL TOWER

230kg S.W.L

One person 
+ Light tools 

+ Light materials

Two people
+ Heavy tools 

+ materials

950kg S.W.L
(307kg per platform)

TRADE TOWER OR INDUSTRIAL?
REFER TO MANUAL

Sold by: BPS Access Solutions Ltd
Tel: 0871 2000369

Web: www.laddersandscaffoldtowers.co.uk

2

Sold by: BPS Access Solutions Ltd
Tel: 0871 2000369

Web: www.laddersandscaffoldtowers.co.uk

LADDERTAG®

LADDER REF. 

NEXT INSP. DUE

RISK ASSESSMENT 
PERIOD 

DATE SIGNED

Wks. 

© Brady Corp Ltd 2011 
Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050

www.scafftag.com | Ref. EITL 1021

ENSURE THAT RED STRIPE 
IS VERTICAL TO ENSURE 

CORRECT 1:4 RATIO

REF NO

DO NOT
USE

LADDER
DO NOT 

REMOVE THIS TAG. 
TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION

© Brady Corp Ltd 2012
Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050

www.scafftag.com | Ref. EITL 1085

Engineering Contractors

IRELAND

3 4
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Ladders

Ladders

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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laDDer Tagging SySTeM DeSign ChangeS

What is a Laddertag?
Laddertag® is robust and highly visible tag, displaying the latest 
information relating to a ladder’s class, inspection period and 
inspections due. On the reverse of the insert is a handy quick-
reference ladder inspection checklist.

siMplE to usE

●   Guide for ladder class, 
duty rating, max. load and 
application

●  Tick box to record ladder 
class and duty / use

●  Double the amount of 
inspection check boxes – was 
6 now 12.

spEcifications

●  TEMPERATURE RANGE: 
-20°C to +130°C

●  MATERIAL: Polycarbonate

The old Laddertag® insert The new Laddertag® insert

  

 

Ladder class 
guide.

Double the 
inspections boxes.

Ladder class 
tick boxes.

The Laddertag® holder is available with 
an RFID chip attached for use with  
electronic readers.

Laddertag® with RFID

●    DIMENSIONS: 210 mm x 
55 mm

●  ATTACHMENT OPTIONS: 
Cable tie, screw, rivet, 
magnetic strip, adhesive 
strip.

Listed on 
page 43

Listed on 
page 43

Ladders

thE holdEr

thE insErt

The dimensions of Laddertag® 
inserts haven’t changed 

and are compatible with the 
original Laddertag® holder.
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laDDer inSpeCTion TagS

Laddertag® inspection system - the original and industry leading ladder visual tagging solution 
to control inspections, maintenance and identification.

laddErtag®

Order Reference Description
806711 Pack of 10 Laddertag® holders, 10 Laddertag® inserts and 1 

permanent pen

laddErtag® holdErs

Order Reference Description
831850 Pack of 10 Laddertag® holders for ladders and 1 

permanent pen.

laDDerTag® holDerS

Ladder inspection tag holders designed to operate alongside our 
Laddertag® inserts to clearly display latest safety, maintenance 
and identification information at the point of use.

laddErtag® standard insErts

Order Reference Description
806719 Pack of 10 standard Laddertag® inserts for ladders
831851 Pack of 50 standard Laddertag® inserts for ladders

laDDerTag® inSerTS

Ladder inspection tag inserts designed to operate alongside our 
Laddertag® holders to clearly display latest safety, maintenance and 
identification information at the point of use.

 

 

Stage 1:  Attach holder to ladder. Before inspection 
the prohibition symbol and words “Do not use this 
ladder” are clearly displayed. Extra strong adhesive 
strips are available for Laddertag® to enable a quick, 
flush fit to the ladder without the need for cable ties.

Stage 2:   Inspect before use and record on 
insert. Place insert into holder.

Stage 3:  If it fails inspection at any point, 
remove insert to instantly display “Do not 
use this ladder”.

How it works...

Ladders
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Customised Tagging Systems

CuSToM DeSignS

Customise Your Tags 1 isg
A custom designed insert with universal application over a wide 
variety of working at height applications including scaffolding, mobile 
towers, stepladders, podiums and ladders. The system of recording 
inspections is derived from the standard scaffolding tag.

2 Eric Wright group

An adaption of the standard Laddertag® insert with a tick box system 
recording specific ladder classes and references particular to Eric 
Wright Group. The insert features the Eric Wright Group branding 
and colour scheme.

3 by box

An adaption of an existing Laddertag® standard insert featuring the 
ByBox branding and colour scheme with a custom designed check list 
on the rear for use in the aerospace industry.

4 thaMEs WatEr

An adaption of the standard Laddertag® insert featurting the 
Thames Water branding and colour scheme.

Our team of experts will work with you to your specific business 
requirements. We are then able to:

●   Adapt an existing system to incorporate your branding and unique  
business characteristics

●  Provide a solution for the equipment/issues for which you require a 
system.

unriVallEd, liMitlEss custoMisation options

A wide range of customisation options are available including:

●  Visual tagging solution size and shape (see Technical Specification 
page on 5 for our standard holders)

●  Data to be displayed / recorded

●  Visual design including logo, colours and fonts to reflect corporate 
branding

●   Adapted to site requirements. e.g. Metal strips for magnetic detection in 
food plants

●   Various attachment methods. e.g. cable tie; screw; ring; rivet; magnetic; 
adhesive; metal/plastic strip.

a library of idEas

We have literally thousands of designs developed for other clients offering 
unique solutions which may be of interest to your business. So whatever 
your issue, contact us for a no-obligation solution.

cost EffEctiVE custoMisation

Brady does not charge any consultancy fees for working with you to 
develop your customised design. All you pay is a one off artwork set up 
charge with your first order.

You can then reorder paying the price of the standard insert and holders 
used for your solution.

If last inspection exceeds 7 days
remove insert and inform supervisor

CAUTION
THE FOLLOWING HAZARDS

SHOULD BE NOTED

Date Time Signature

EQUIPMENT
INSPECTION

RECORD

Scaffolding

Mobile Tower

Podium
Ladder

Light Medium Heavy
Load rating:

Stepladder

TO BE COMPLETED BY INSPECTOR
BEFORE BEING TAKEN INTO USE

FOR THE FIRST TIME

ANY QUERIES REGARDING THIS
STRUCTURE SHOULD BE MADE

BY CONTACTING.

 Copyright Brady Corp Ltd 2011
TEL: +44(0)845 089 4050

www.scafftag.com   REF: STSI XXX

©

TO BE COMPLETED BY SUPERVISOR

DECOMMISSIONED DATE

BUILT BY:

DATE ERECTED:

SIGNATURE

REQUESTED BY:

INSPECTORS NAME & SIGNATURE

DATE & TIME

NAME:
TEL:

UNLAWFUL REMOVAL OR INTERFERENCE
WITH THIS SIGN COULD MAKE YOU LIABLE

TO PROSECUTION AND FINES

WARNING

1
Last ladder inspection

LADDER INSPECTION RECORD

Ref. EITL 1094

Date Signature

CLASS 1
ENI 131

E.W. LADDER NO.

ERIC WRIGHT 
SIGNATURE

INDUSTRIAL

DUTY
RATING
130KG+

Tick

IN GOOD 
ORDER

 

Look for any wear, decay, dents,     
cracks, splits or warping
Look for any loose or missing rungs
End of the stiles to be sound and in good 
condition
Metal ties rods to be in place under rungs 
on wooden ladders
Ladders must be clean, free of oil, 
grease, dirt and any other contaminant
Wooden ladders should not be painted 
(defects may be hidden)
All anti-slip feet to be in place and worn 
components to be replaced.

Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050 | www.scafftag.co.uk
© Brady Corp Ltd 2012 

LADDER INSPECTION
CHECKLIST PRE-USE CHECKS

IN USE CHECKS
Ladders to be on a sound base
Ladder to be at an angle of 75° ratio of 
one horizontal to four vertical
Use ladders for light duty, short duration 
work (less than 20 minutes)
Maintain three points of contact with the 
ladder at all times
DO NOT OVER REACH - Move the 
ladder
The ladder should be tied to prevent it 
slipping
If it is impossible to secure the ladder, 
get a second person to foot the ladder
Do not carry any material or equipment 
when climbing a ladder. Provision must 
be made for materials and / or 
equipment to be carried in a tool belt or 
shoulder bag or use a hoist line
When using step ladders, the rungs 
must face the work activity - do not work 
side on
Step ladders must be used on a firm 
and level surface.

LADDER
INSPECTION

RECORD

LADDER
NOT TO BE

USED AFTER

REF. NO.

DATE SIGNED

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050
www.scafftag.co.uk

© Brady Corp Ltd 2012
EITL 1110

WARNING
UNLAWFUL 

REMOVAL OR 
INTERFERENCE 
WITH THIS SIGN 
COULD MAKE

YOU LIABLE TO 
PROSECUTION

AND FINES

2 4

LADD

© Brady Corp Ltd 2011
Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050

www.scafftag.com | EITL 1039

ERTAG

LADDER
INSPECTION

RECORD
REF.No.

LADDER CLASS

DUTY / USE

INSP. PERIOD

NEXT LADDER
INSPECTION DUE

DATE SIGNED

®

ATSL

WAREHOUSE

Monthly

SAFE WORKING
PRACTICES

In normal use Aircraft Type Safety 
Ladders (ATSL) should require 
minimal maintenance but the 
following safety checks must be 
carried out before use. These checks 
must also be carried out and recorded 
at least monthly on the ‘LADDERTAG’ 
inspection card. If any faults are 
found, the ladder must be removed 
from service, the ‘LADDERTAG’ card 
removed (showing the ‘DO NOT USE 
THIS LADDER’ notice) and given to 
your supervisor to complete the 
necessary action/repair. 

PRE-USE CHECKS
Check castors and wheel for wear or 
damage - e.g. worn bearings, loose 
fixing bolts or damaged tyres.

Remove from use where any hand rail 
is severely damaged and may be 
unsafe to use when climbing.

Remove from use where any bent 
cross ties / bracing bars is severely 
damaged and may be unsafe to use 
when climbing the steps.

Check the Ascent Safety Bar for wear 
or damage. Replace if not operating 
correctly.

Check the condition of the rubber feet 
at the tread end of the stair. If worn 
they should be replaced immediately 
since this could cause instability.

Check condition of tread surfaces. 
Any grease, oil or other slippery 
substances should be removed 
immediately.

IN USE CHECKS
a) Make sure you have the right 
footwear, i.e. clean and in good 
condition without loose laces. b) 
When going up or down take one step 
at a time and don’t rush. c) When 
carrying an item up or down, you 
must keep one hand free to grip the 
ladder. d) Do not overreach, move the 
ladder. e) The ladder must be used on 
a firm and level surface.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

3
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Steps & Stools

Steps & Stools

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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Steps and stools inspection tag system designed to clearly display latest inspection, maintenance 
and identification data at the point of use.

STepS & SToolS Tagging SySTeMS

Microtag® for stEps/stools - “nExt inspEction  
datE duE”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 20 inserts, 1 permanent 
pen

832021   Blue Insert

832020   Green Insert

832019   Orange Insert

832016   Purple Insert

832018   Red Insert

832017   White Insert

832015   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

nanotag™ for stEps/stools  - “nExt inspEction  
datE duE”
Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 20 inserts, 1 permanent 
pen

833325   Blue Insert

833326   Green Insert

833328   Orange Insert

833324   Purple Insert

833327   Red Insert

833329   White Insert

833330   Yellow Insert

There a several ways of attaching Brady holders to structures and 
equipment. The most suitable method for attaching a Microtag®  or 

Nanotag™ to steps or stools is an adhesive pad.

See page 62 for more details.

Stage 1: Holder is permanently attached 
to equipment in a prominent position.

Statutory inspection is carried out before 
use by authorised personnel and recorded 
on insert. Competent person signs and 
dates insert. The insert is placed 
in holder indicating equipment is 
ready for use.

Stage 2: If equipment fails 
inspection, insert is removed 
and handed over to appointed 
individual. The international 
prohibition ‘Do not use’ symbol is 
instantly displayed.

How it works...

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Steps & Stools

Keep your tags attached

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS
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Steps and stools inspection tag holders designed to clearly display latest inspection, maintenance 
and identification data at the point of use.

StepS & StoolS InSpectIon tag HolderS

Microtag® Holders (Barcoded)

Order Reference Description
831979 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 

together with 40 black cable ties 
150 mm long and 1 permanent 
pen. With barcode.

Microtag® Holders 
Order Reference Description
806723 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 

together with 40 black cable ties 
150  mm long and 1 permanent 
pen.

NaNotag™ Holders

Order Reference Description
833302 Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 

together with 40 black Cable 
ties approx. 150 mm long and 
1 permanent pen.

Steps and stools inspection tag insert designed to clearly display latest inspection, maintenance 
and identification data at the point of use.

StepS & StoolS tag InSertS

NaNotag™ “Next iNspectioN date due” iNserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Inspection Date Due” insert

833305   Blue Insert

833306   Green Insert

833303   Orange Insert

833309   Purple Insert

833307   Red Insert

833308   White Insert

833304   Yellow Insert

Microtag® “Next iNspectioN date due” iNserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose  “Next Inspection Date Due” insert

832008   Blue Insert

832009   Green Insert

832010   Orange Insert

832011   Purple Insert

806731   Red Insert

832012   White Insert

806735   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Steps & Stools

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED
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Future-proofed Nanotag’s with RFID

rFiD enableD nanoTag

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an automatic identification system which utilises radio waves to transfer a unique ID from 
a storage medium to a device configured to read it. RFID does not require physical contact between the reader and the storage 
medium for data transfer to occur, the signal is also able to pass through different objects dependent on their physical properties i.e. 
low frequency radio waves are more effective in environments where there is a lot of metal present.

RFID systems are ideal for on-site asset tracking in industrial environments where traditional barcode technology is vulnerable to 
deterioration and damage from dust, water, oil, grease and other environmental factors.

All Nanotag holder’s sold by Brady have RFID technology as standard.

The Nanotag holder is manufactured from durable nylon 
and has a low frequency RFID chip embedded within as 
standard making it impervious to dust, oil and water etc. 
The 20 mm low frequency RFID chip operates in the 125Khz 
range which makes it ideal for use in industrial environments 
where a lot of metal objects are present. (13.56Mhz version 
available on request dependent on quantity)

The attachment slots running through the 
middle of the holders have been enlarged 
by 1 mm to accommodate stainless steel 
cable ties.

What is rfid?

Steps & Stools
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Harnesses

Harnesses

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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harneSS Tagging SySTeMS

Microtag® for harnEss - “nExt inspEction datE duE”
Order Reference Description

General Purpose “Next Inspection Date Due” insert

832021   Blue Insert

832020   Green Insert

832019   Orange Insert

832016   Purple Insert

832018   Red Insert

832017   White Insert

832015   Yellow Insert

nanotag™ for harnEss - “nExt inspEction datE duE”
Order Reference Description

General Purpose “Next Inspection Date Due” insert

833325   Blue Insert

833326   Green Insert

833328   Orange Insert

833324   Purple Insert

833327   Red Insert

833329   White Insert

833330   Yellow Insert

There a several ways of attaching Brady holders to structures and 
equipment. The most suitable method for attaching a Nanotag™ to a 
harness is a split ring which are available as accessories.

See page 62 for more details.

Stage 1: Holder is permanently attached to equipment in 
a prominent position.

Statutory inspection 
is carried out before 
use by authorised 
personnel and 
recorded on insert. 
Competent person 
signs and dates 
insert. The insert 
is placed in holder 
indicating equipment 
is ready for use.

Stage 2: If 
equipment fails 
inspection, insert 
is removed and 
handed over to 
appointed individual. 
The international 
prohibition ‘Do 
not use’ symbol is 
instantly displayed.

How it works...

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Harnesses

Keep your tags attached

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS

PACK OF 20 
HOLDERS AND 

INSERTS
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Harness inspection tag inserts for harnesses, lanyards and other fall arrest equipment to 
clearly display latest safety, maintenance and identification information at the point of use.

Harness Tag InserTs

Harness inspection tag holders for harnesses, lanyards and other fall arrest equipment to clearly 
display latest safety, maintenance and identification information at the point of use.

Harness InspecTIon Tag Holders

Microtag® Holders (Barcoded)

Order Reference Description
831979 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 

together with 40 black cable ties 
150 mm long and 1 permanent 
pen. With barcode.

Microtag® Holders 
Order Reference Description
806723 Pack of 20 Microtag® holders, 

together with 40 black cable ties 
150 mm long and 1 permanent 
pen.

NaNotag™ Holders

Order Reference Description
833302 Pack of 20 Nanotag™ holders, 

together with 40 black Cable 
ties approx. 150 mm long and 
1 permanent pen.

NaNotag™ “Next iNspectioN date due” iNserts

Order Reference Description
Pack of 20 General Purpose “Next Inspection Date Due” 
insert

833320   Blue Insert

833321   Green Insert

833318   Orange Insert

833322   Purple Insert

833319   Red Insert

833323   White Insert

833317   Yellow Insert

Microtag® “Next iNspectioN date due” iNserts

Order Reference Description

Pack of 20 General Purpose  “Next Inspection Date 
Due” insert

832008   Blue Insert

832009   Green Insert

832010   Orange Insert

832011   Purple Insert

806731   Red Insert

832012   White Insert

806735   Yellow Insert

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

INSERTS

ARE IDENTICAL

ON BOTH SIDES

Harnesses

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 HOLDERS 
NO INSERTS 
INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED

PACK OF  
20 INSERTS 
NO HOLDERS 

INCLUDED
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Customised Tagging Systems

CuSToM DeSignS

Customise Your Tags 1 rEEda
A custom designed Multitag® featuring the REEDA branding which 
records inspections of working at height Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) and includes a brief checklist of company 
working practice.

2 tgM
A custom designed tag featuring the TGM branding which is used 
to record the inspection of fall arrest equipment including a best 
practice checklist.

3 pWc uk ltd

A custom designed tag for recording flexible anchor line equipment 
for fall protection including an operational checklist. The tag includes 
the PWC UK Ltd branding and colour scheme.

4 oMEga

A custom designed tag for working at height Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) featuring the Omega branding. Includes a brief 
check list.

Our team of experts will work with you to your specific business 
requirements. We are then able to:

●   Adapt an existing system to incorporate your branding and unique  
business characteristics

●  Provide a solution for the equipment/issues for which you require a 
system.

unriVallEd, liMitlEss custoMisation options

A wide range of customisation options are available including:

●  Visual tagging solution size and shape (see Technical Specification 
page on 5 for our standard holders)

●  Data to be displayed / recorded

●  Visual design including logo, colours and fonts to reflect corporate 
branding

●   Adapted to site requirements. e.g. Metal strips for magnetic detection in 
food plants

●   Various attachment methods. e.g. cable tie; screw; ring; rivet; magnetic; 
adhesive; metal/plastic strip.

a library of idEas

We have literally thousands of designs developed for other clients offering 
unique solutions which may be of interest to your business. So whatever 
your issue, contact us for a no-obligation solution.

cost EffEctiVE custoMisation

Brady does not charge any consultancy fees for working with you to 
develop your customised design. All you pay is a one off artwork set up 
charge with your first order.

You can then reorder paying the price of the standard insert and holders 
used for your solution.

© Brady Corp Ltd 2011
Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050

www.scafftag.com | Ref. EITL 1005

Tel: 0844 257 1967

- Attach approved PPE only
- Use an energy absorber to 
  EN 355
- Follow User Instructions
- Report all falls and concerns
  and remove tag (warning on 
  reverse)
- Tested to BS 7883

Unauthorised Removal or
Interference with this

Equipment is ILLEGAL
For information

testing and training

 Ref:
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PRODUCED BY
© Copyright Brady Corp Ltd 2012 

FOR REEDA| Ref. EITL 1071

* ATTACH P.P.E. ONLY
* FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS
* USE ENERGY ABSORBER
   TO EN 355

* TESTED TO EN 795
* REPORT ALL FALLS

REF.

DATE

MAX. No. OF USERS

MAX. END FORCE kN
MAX. INTER. FORCE kN
CLEARANCE (m)

MULTITAG®
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ROOF MAINTENANCE
ROOF DRAlNAGE SPEClALlSTS

For more information on this 
system please contact:

TGM:- 01609 783303
Unit 4, 

Mile House Business Park, 
Darlington Rd. 
Northallerton 

North Yorkshire, DL6 2NW

Only to be used by 
trained personnel
Fall body harness with 
energy absorber must 
be used EN361, EN355
Report all falls

System tested to BS EN795 + BS 
EN 7883-2005 and in accordance 
with manufacturers instructions.

System must be tested annually

Fall Arrest or 
Restraint

Max Number of 
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* ATTACH P.P.E. ONLY
* FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS

* TESTED TO EN 795

Tel: 0115 877 7777
Dabell Avenue, 

Blenheim Industrial Estate, 
Bulwell, Nottingham

NG6 8WA

Tel: 0115 877 7777
Dabell Avenue, 

Blenheim Industrial Estate, 
Bulwell, Nottingham

NG6 8WA

REF.
NEXT INSP
DATE

MAX. No. OF USERS

MAX. LANYARD 
LENGTH (m)

MULTITAG®

© Brady Corp Ltd 2012 
Tel. +44 (0) 845 089 4050 | 

www.scafftag.com | EITL 1096
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Confined Spaces

Confined Spaces

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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Confined SpaCeS Tagging SySTem deSign ChangeS

What is an Entrytag?
A complete confined space visual tagging solution to help prevent accidents and efficiently manage inspection procedures. 
The Entrytag® system is designed to operate alongside existing permit to work systems and other control procedures 
employed on site. It uses our unique holder and insert system to ensure the latest status is instantly visible at the point of use.

Simple to USe

●   New clear format to record  
equipment details

●   Illustrated tick boxes for the safety 
equipment required

●  Record notes / requirements regarding 
the area of work tagged

●   42 date and shift inspections rather  
than 32.

SpecificationS

●  TEMPERATURE RANGE: -5°C to 
+65°C

●  MATERIAL: ABS

 DIMENSIONS: 285 mm x 151 mm

●   ATTACHMENT OPTIONS:  
Hung, cable tie, magnetic strip, 
adhesive strip.

The old Entrytag® insert The new Entrytag® insert

Clearer format 
for records.

Illustrated tick 
boxes.

Record site 
notes.

Inspection 
record.

The Entrytag® holder is 
available with an RFID chip 
attached.

Entrytag® with RFID

Listed on 
page 56

Listed on 
page 55

Confined Spaces

the holder

the inSert

The dimensions of the Entrytag® inserts 
haven’t changed and are compatible with 

the original Entrytag® holder.
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Confined SpaCeS inSpeCTion TagS

Confined spaces visual tagging solution to help prevent accidents and efficiently manage 
inspection procedures.

entrytag® 
Order Reference Description
831634 Pack of 10 Entrytag® Holders, 10 status inserts and 1 

permanent pen

man in...
Order Reference Description
831915 Man in Confined Space Inserts

831916 Man in Tank Inserts

Confined SpaCeS Tag holderS

entrytag® holderS

Order Reference Description
831635 Pack of 10 Entrytag® holders and 1 permanent pen

entrytag® magnetic holderS

Order Reference Description
831639 Pack of 10 magnetic Entrytag® holders

Stage 1: Empty holder is 
attached to the entrance to 
the confined space. Before 
inspection the prohibition 
symbol and words “Do Not 
Enter” are clearly displayed.

Stage 2: A competent person 
is to complete the inspection 
record and place the insert 
into holder if area passes 
inspection.

Stage 3: Inspect at regular 
intervals as per regulations and 
record on insert.

How it works...

Stage 4:  If fails inspection, 
remove insert to display “Do Not 
Enter”

The system should be positioned at the entrance to the confined space, to inform all personnel of the minimum requirements for entry, the type of 
work being undertaken, and all the other salient details or to prohibit entry entirely.

Entrytag® provides a methodical way to ensure safety is maintained at every stage.

The holder includes 
magnetic attachment.

  

Confined Spaces
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Confined SpaCeS Tag inSerTS

entrytag® Standard inSertS

Order Reference Description
831637 Pack of 10 standard Entrytag® Inserts
831638 Pack of 50 standard Entrytag® Inserts

doCumenT WalleTS

UV resistant, transparent easy to view permits, with moisture 
resistant, easy access zip closure from top to bottom.

permit WalletS

Order Reference Description
833760 Clear plastic permit wallets size A4, waterproof with 

vertical zipped access
833761 Clear plastic permit wallets size A5, waterproof with 

vertical zipped access

Confined spaces tag inserts designed to operate in conjunction 
with our confined spaces holders to help prevent accidents and 
efficiently manage inspection procedures.

The standard form of attaching a ‘Man 
In Tank’ insert to an Entrytag® holder 
is by means of a Metal Fixing Ring.

See page 62 for more details.
Brady pen clip holder

Order Reference Description
833759 10 x Brady pen clip holders

The Brady pen clip attaches to the side of 
the holder to ensure you always have a 
suitable pen at hand while completing your 
inspection and maintenance checks.

The pen clip holder is unobtrusive (13 mm 
width) and suitable for attachment to any 
Brady holders.

The Edding® 141 F pen 
supplied as standard 
with Brady tagging 
system is the correct 
diameter for this clip.

pen Clip holder

Confined Spaces

You may also be interested in...
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Chemical Hazard

Chemical Hazard

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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chemtag®

Order Reference Description
806679 Pack of 10 Chemtag® Holders, 10 inserts and 1 permanent pen.

ChemiCal hazard Tagging SySTem

Chemtag® visual tagging solution specifically designed to identify 
and control hazardous substances as defined by COSHH:2002.

chemtag® holderS

Order Reference Description
831586 Pack of 10 Chemtag® Holders and 1 permanent pen.

ChemiCal hazard Tag holderS

Chemtag® holder designed to operate in conjunction with our 
Chemtag® inserts to help identify and control hazardous substances 
as defined by COSHH:2002.

chemtag® Standard inSertS 
Order Reference Description
806687 Pack of 10 standard Chemtag® inserts.
806683 Pack of 50 standard Chemtag® inserts.

ChemiCal hazard Tag inSerTS

Chemtag® inserts designed to operate in conjunction with 
our Chemtag® holders to help identify and control hazardous 
substances as defined by COSHH:2002.

Stage 1:  Before inspection the prohibition symbol and words “Do not 
use” are clearly displayed.

Stage 2:  Select the appropriate insert and complete the reference or 
identity number to match the holder. Complete the details identifying 
hazards and precautions. Write action to be taken in case of 
emergency in the space provided.

Enter supplier’s name, 24 hour emergency telephone number 
and details of how to store and dispose of packaging. The bottom 
section should consist of details of medical warnings associated 
with the chemical. In the event of an accident the Chemtag® should 
accompany the patient involved so that the appropriate medical 
treatment can be administered.

How it works...

Remember, you can totally 
customise your tagging system 
to reflect your unique issues, 
branding, work processes and 
operating environment.

See page 66 for more 
details.

The system uses our unique holder and insert system to ensure the latest status is instantly visible at the point of use.

Chemical Hazard

Customise your solution
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Process & Pipelines

Process & Pipelines

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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IsolatIon tag

Order Reference Description
833762 Standard Isolation inserts

IsolatIon tags

Isolation Tag is a complete visual tagging solution to help control mechanical and electrical isolation procedures 
and prevent inadvertent energising of the system to reduce potential for accidents. The system is normally two 
part perforated and consists of two identical sections which are completed by the person in charge.

Flange tag

Order Reference Description
833763 3 Part Joint Inserts

Flange tag  
Order Reference Description
833764 3 Part Flange Inserts

One section is attached to the 
asset and the other is held by the 
permitting authority, thereby clearly 
identifying the current status of 
the operation to all individuals. 
By using the perforation on the 
tag, each section can easily be 
removed without the need for 
either scissors or knives which may 
require additional permits.

How it works...
Isolation Tag

1. ‘Flange Break Data’:  Tag attached to 
flange to identify defined work. Details 
completed and perforated section removed 
and placed in the Flange Register.

2. ‘Flange Assembly’:   Flange is 
reassembled and details are completed 
as appropriate. The perforated section is 
removed and placed in the Flange Register 
along with the 1st stage section.

3. ‘Flange Testing’:
Fails Test – Corrective maintenance carried out 
until passed test.
Passes Test – Details completed and perforated 
section removed and placed in the Flange 
Register along with the other two sections. At 
this stage, it is visibly identifiable to all that the 
flange is fit for use.

How it works... Flange Tag

Flange tags

Flange Tag is a complete visual tagging solution to help control inspection, modification and maintenance 
throughout the flange break / inspection process. The system is normally three or four part perforated and 
assists the user to clearly identify the various stages of the operation from the initial break to the re-energisation 
of the system. Flange Tags can be supplied with unique ID numbers for enhanced control and tracking.

The standard Flange Tag uses a 3 stage system:

ISOLATION TAG
CAUTION - DO NOT OPERATE

®

Process & Pipelines
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Accessories

Accessories

All the Brady Visual Tagging Solutions illustrated in this catalogue are available in a variety of languages including:

German French Dutch Norwegian Finnish Swedish Turkish Russian DanishEnglish

ALL PRODUCT IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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Fixings

Black caBle Ties 
Order Reference Description
833767 6” Black Cable Ties (Pack of 50)

spliT Ring aTTachmenTs foR  
nanoTag™
Order Reference Description
833353 Split ring attachments for 

Nanotag™ (minimum order of 10)

meTal fixing Ring foR man in  
Tank inseRT

Order Reference Description
831648 Metal fixing ring for use with Man 

in Tank insert

adhesive pads

Order Reference Description
833765 25 mm x 140 mm adhesive 

pads (pack of 10)

sTainless sTeel caBle Ties

Order Reference Description
833768 Pack of 40 stainless steel cable 

ties 4.6 mm wide x 201 mm long

ReusaBle caBle Ties

Order Reference Description
833769 Pack of 100 Releasable Cable Ties
833770 Pack of 140 Releasable Cable Ties
833771 Pack of 250 Releasable Cable Ties

WiRe sTRop

Order Reference Description
833772 Pack of 20, 150 mm  

Reusable Wire Ties

Accessories
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Our unique Worker Emergency ID tags are easily fitted and securely stores 
critical and potentially lifesaving ID information, essential in the event of a 
serious accident or medical emergency.

WoRkeR emeRgency id Tag

Order Reference Description
833773 1 x Worker Emergency ID Tag

Worker emergency iD Tags

marker Pens

The Edding® 141 F is supplied as 
standard with Brady tagging systems 
where ‘permanent marker’ is stated.

141 f peRmanenT maRkeR pen

Order Reference Description
833766   Black 10 x Edding 141 F permanent pens

BRady pen clip holdeR

Order Reference Description
833759 10 x Brady pen clip holders

The Brady pen clip attaches to the side of the holder to ensure you 
always have a suitable pen at hand while completing your inspection and 
maintenance checks.

The pen clip holder is unobtrusive (13 mm width) and suitable for attachment 
to any Brady holders.

The Edding® 141 F pen supplied as standard with Brady tagging system is the 
correct diameter for this clip.

Permit Wallets are UV and moisture resistant with an easy access zip 
closure from top to bottom, they are transparent, enabling easy viewing of 
documents. The wallets are available in A4 and A5 sizes.

accessories

peRmiT WalleTs

Order Reference Description
833760 Clear plastic permit wallets size A4, waterproof with vertical 

zipped access
833761 Clear plastic permit wallets size A5, waterproof with vertical 

zipped access

●  Permanent marker for use on 
virtually any material, good for 
writing on glass, plastics and the 
edge of slides and the like

● Smudge-proof, water resistant ink
●  Fine bullet tip, stroke width @ 0.6 

mm
● Ink can be erased with alcohol.

Accessories
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scaffTag®  mk1 - Blank inseRTs

Order Reference Description
831434   Blue Insert

831435   White Insert

831432   Green Insert

831433   Yellow Insert

enTRyTag® - Blank inseRTs

Order Reference Description
831646   Blue Insert

831642   Red Insert

831643   White Insert

831641   Green Insert

831644   Yellow Insert

831645   Orange Insert

831647   Purple Insert

mulTiTag® - Blank inseRTs

Order Reference Description
831909   Blue Insert

831910   Red Insert

831912   White Insert

831911   Green Insert

831908   Yellow Insert

831913   Purple Insert

micRoTag® - Blank inseRTs

Order Reference Description
832050   Blue Insert

832055   Red Insert

832051   White Insert

832052   Green Insert

832057   Yellow Insert

832053   Orange Insert

832054   Purple Insert

uniTag® - Blank inseRTs

Order Reference Description
832725   Blue Insert

832727   Red Insert

832731   White Insert

832729   Green Insert

832728   Yellow Insert

832726   Orange Insert

832730   Purple Insert

nanoTag™ - Blank inseRTs

Order Reference Description
833347   Blue Insert

833345   Red Insert

833346   White Insert

833348   Green Insert

833349   Yellow Insert

833350   Orange Insert

833351   Purple Insert

cleaR coveRs foR inseRTs

Order Reference Description
832056 Pack of 10 clear plastic insert for Microtag®

833354 Pack of 10 clear plastic insert for Nanotag™

831640 Pack of 10 clear plastic insert for Entrytag®

832732 Pack of 10 clear plastic insert for Unitag®

831914 Pack of 10 clear plastic insert for Multitag®

831431 Pack of 10 clear plastic insert for Scafftag®

Clear covers will protect the written text on 
tags. With added UV protection and ideal 
if your working with paint, concrete, or an 
environment where the inserts are exposed to 
dirt. Remove the clear oversert and still see 
the text.

Accessories

accessories
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Personalised Tags

PersonaliseD Tags

ACCESS SOLUTIONS

Personalise Your Visual Tagging Solution
Brady’s personalisation service allows you to add your company logo to 
our range of standard visual tags, while the design of the tagging system 
remains unchanged.

Add your logo to:
●  Our standard inserts - most of our inserts are designed with a white 

band ready to accommodate your branding

● To the Holder - Typically printed at the top of the holders main body

● The upper curve of the holders hang loop
 (Not available on Laddertag, Nanotag, Multitag, Microtag, Unitag).

How do you get your artwork personalised?
A logo needs to be supplied in the correct file format and suitable quality for artwork personalisation. Ideally all logos will be supplied in vector 
format, and any colours e.g. Pantone references, need to be specified.

colouR infoRmaTion

When sending your artwork files you will also need to supply the 
correct colour information for your product. Please indicate the PMS 
(Pantone Matching System) colour required, but if in doubt this can 
be discussed with our artwork department beforehand.

image ResoluTion

We require high quality black and white line artwork, printed at a 
minimum of 300 dpi, must be 100% of the actual imprint size. Artwork 
must have crisp, sharp edges and needs no further touch up. Some 
thin lines, small copy and reverses may not reproduce as submitted 
and may need to be altered to print clearly.

PLEASE, NO SCANNED, OR IMAGES WHICH HAVE BEEN 
PLACED IN OTHER DOCUMENTS SUCH AS WORD, 
POWERPOINT ETC.

geneRal infoRmaTion

Reduce the file size if possible, particularly if you plan to send the 
artwork by e-mail. Use one of the following programs to compress 
your file (please remember to name your file): WinZip, 7-Zip. Using 
compression software is essential when e-mailing vector graphics 
(AI, EPS, CDR).

WE REQUIRE ALL VECTOR GRAPHICS/PHOTOSHOP 
DOCUMENTS TO BE SAVED IN ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE 
VERSION 3 (CS3) FORMAT. ALL COREL DRAW DOCUMENTS 
NEED TO BE SAVED AS SINGLE PAGES. ALL EPS FILES NEED 
TO BE SAVED IN AN EDITABLE FORMAT.

ACCESS SOLUTIONS

LOGO PRINTED ON HOLDER 
HANG LOOP

LOGO PRINTED AT THE TOP 
OF HOLDER BODY

LOGO PRINTED ON WHITE 
STRIP AT HEAD OF INSERT
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The entire range of Brady visual tagging solutions can be custom designed 
to help you manage virtually any issue and fit seamlessly with your business 
and systems.

Our team of experts will work with you to your specific business 

requirements. We are then able to:

●  Adapt an existing system to incorporate your branding and unique  
business characteristics

● Provide a solution for the equipment/issues for which you require a system

unRivalled, limiTless cusTomisaTion opTions

A wide range of customisation options are available including:

●  Visual tagging solution size and shape (see Technical Specification page on 5 
for our standard holders)

● Data to be displayed / recorded

● Visual design including logo, colours and fonts to reflect corporate branding

●  Adapted to site requirements. e.g. Metal strips for magnetic detection in  
food plants

●  Various attachment methods. e.g. cable tie; screw; ring; rivet; magnetic; 
adhesive; metal/plastic strip.

cusTomise youR soluTion

PoPular cusTom Designs

unique soluTions

a liBRaRy of ideas

We have literally thousands of designs developed for other clients offering 
unique solutions which may be of interest to your business. So whatever your 

issue, contact us for a no-obligation solution.

cosT effecTive cusTomisaTion

Brady does not charge any consultancy fees for working with you to develop 
your customised design. All you pay is a one off artwork set up charge with 
your first order.

You can then reorder paying the price of the standard insert and holders used 
for your solution.

Customisation

cusTomisaTion
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Brady - your complete work safety solution provider
Find out more safety products from our extensive portfolio . Visit www.bradyeurope.com or contact your nearest Brady Distributor .

safety signs - 
important information at the point of need

We offer more than 8,000 different signs for safety, maintenance 
and facility identification .
•	Designed to withstand even the harshest industrial 

environments
•	Bright colours, bold text and intuitive pictograms
•	Compliant with the latest standards and regulations
•	Highly visible and easy to understand communication .

pipe markers - 
easily identify pipe content and flow direction

The correct identification of pipes ensures a better insight into 
a building’s structure . Accidents, injuries and damage can be 
prevented .

sorBents - 
smart spill control

Clean, fast and safe removal of oil, water and chemicals spills .
•	Adsorbs 10-25 times its own weight within a few seconds
•	Environmentally friendly
•	Spend less time cleaning .

lockout tagout - 
effective control of hazardous energy

Energy Isolation Device - a mechanical device that, when utilised 
or activiated, physically prevents the transmission or release of 
energy, including .
•	A manually operated electrical circuit breaker
•	A disconnect switch
•	A gate / globe / ball / plug / butterfly shut-off valve .

area and logistics marking

Creating a totally safe work environment requires several 
elements: clear signage and area marking is essential but is not 
sufficient by itself . Brady offers a complete range of additional 
marking methods with a variety of applications including:
•	Floor marking
•	Barricade and underground tapes
•	Logistics and warehouse labelling
•	Photolum marking
•	Stands and posts
•	Safety Bumpers .

do it yourself sign making

Brady offers a full range of printer solutions to make your own 
Safety Signs . Choose from a variety of capabilities and options to 
provide high quality, cost-effective printing on a complete line of 
labelling materials .



Your distributor

Brady Corporation
Our mission is To Identify and Protect Premises, 
Products and People

Company Overview
BRADY was founded in 1914 in Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 
as W.H. BRADY Co., and renamed BRADY Corporation 
in 1998. The company began selling products 
internationally in 1947. In 1984, BRADY went public, 
with stock trading on the Nasdaq Stock Market, and in 
1999, moved trading of its stock to the New York Stock 
Exchange, where it trades under the symbol BRC. 
The company’s global headquarters is in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin.

Brady manufactures and markets:
•	products for identification and safety applications 

such as signs and markers, and printing systems 
and software to produce identification products on 
site and on demand.

•	products for wire identification, including labelling 
materials and tools for wire and cable marking in 
the electrical and telecommunication markets

•	high-performance identification products, including 
labels and signs that remain legible and highly 
adhesive even in harsh environments

•	precision die-cut parts, including custom die-
cut and slit materials for use in mobile handset, 
consumer electronics, medical, hard disk drive and 
automotive markets

•	 identify people and enhance security by ensuring 
the right persons are in the right places at the right 
time

Operations – Some facts:
•	6500 employees around the world
•	Operations in 29 countries
•	Distribution in more than 100 countries through 

more than 4,400 distributor partners

BRADY Africa
361 Olympic Duel
Northlands Business Park
Newmarket Road
Randburg
Tel: +27 11 705 3295
Fax: +27 86 501 7775

BRADY Benelux
Industriepark C/3
Lindestraat 20
9240 Zele, Belgium
Tel. +32 (0) 52 45 78 11
Fax +32 (0) 52 45 78 12

Brady Central & Eastern Europe
Na Pántoch 18
831 06 Bratislava, Slovakia
Tel. +421 2 3300 4800
Fax +421 2 3300 4801

BRADY Denmark
Svendborgvej 39D
5260 Odense S
Tel. +45 66 14 44 00
Fax +45 66 14 44 50

BRADY France
Parc EUROCIT
45, avenue de l’Europe
59436 Roncq Cedex
Tel. +33 (0) 3 20 01 08 70
Fax +33 (0) 3 20 01 08 76

www.bradyeurope.com

BRADY Germany
Büchenhöfe 2
63329 Egelsbach
Tel. +49 (0) 6103 7598 660
Fax +49 (0) 6103 7598 670

BRADY Hungary
Puskás Tivadar u. 4.
2040 Budaörs
Tel. +36 23 500 275
Fax +36 23 500 276

BRADY Italy
Via Degli Abeti 44
20064 Gorgonzola (MI)
Tel. +39 02 26 00 00 22
Fax +39 02 25 75 351

BRADY Middle East FZE
PO BOX 18015
Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE
Tel. +971 4881 2524
Fax +971 4881 3183

BRADY Norway
Kjeller Vest 2 
2007 Kjeller
Tel:  +47 70 13 40 00
Fax:  +47 70 13 40 01

BRADY Spain & Portugal
Diputación, 260
08007 Barcelona, Spain
Tel. + 34 900 902 993 
Fax + 34 900 902 994  

BRADY Sweden
Vallgatan 5
170 67 Solna
Tel. +46 (0) 8 590 057 30
Fax +46 (0) 8 590 818 68

BRADY Turkey
Selvili Sok. No: 3/4
4.Levent Istanbul 34330
Tel. +90 212 264 02 20 / 264 02 21
Fax +90 212 270 83 19

BRADY UK & Ireland
Wildmere Industrial Estate
Banbury, Oxon – OX16 3JU, UK
Tel. +44 (0) 1295 228 288
Fax +44 (0) 1295 228 100

BRADY WORLDWIDE

Australia  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 612-8717-6300
Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55-11-3686-4720
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-800-263-6179
China (Beijing) . . . . . . . . . . . . 86-10-6788-7799
China (Shanghai) . . . . . . . . . . 86-21-6886-3666
China (Wuxi)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86-510-528-2222
Hong Kong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 852-2359-3149
Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81-45-461-3600
Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82-31-451-6600
Latin America. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-414-540-5560
Malaysia  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60-4-646-2700
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525-399-6963
New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61-2-8717-2200
Philippines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63-2-658-2077
Singapore  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65-6477-7261
Taiwan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 886-3-327-7788
Thailand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66-2-793-9200
USA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-800-537-8791
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